THE PROJEKT DEAL AGREEMENT
FROM A TO Z
As of 2019, researchers from Projekt DEAL institutions in Germany can now read all
Wiley journals and publish their own primary research and review articles open access,
retaining copyright of their works. The publication costs will be paid centrally by
participating institutions.*

ARTICLE PUBLICATION CHARGE (APC)
Typically, open access journals charge an APC to cover the publishing costs. Under the Wiley/
Projekt DEAL agreement, centralized funding is available to eligible authors to pay for the APCs
and the “Publish and Read (PAR)” fees.*

BENEFITS
The Wiley/Projekt DEAL agreement aims to make open access publishing easy for you. You can publish
your articles in more than 1,600 hybrid and gold OA Wiley journals, while the publishing costs related
to the agreement will be paid centrally by participating institutions.* You can also read all articles
published in Wiley journals, dating back to 1997.

COPYRIGHT
At Wiley, authors retain the copyright for their articles under a Creative Commons License so authors
who publish open access do not need to transfer the copyright to the publisher.

CREATIVE COMMONS LICENSE
With Creative Commons licenses, the author retains copyright and the public is allowed to reuse the
content under different circumstances. The most liberal license is CC-BY. When you publish open access
with Wiley, you grant a license to publish the article and to identify Wiley as the original publisher.

ELIGIBILITY
As an eligible author, you may publish open access in Wiley’s gold OA journals (OA workflow) or
hybrid journals (OO workflow).
You are eligible for Projekt DEAL funding, when you meet the following criteria:
• You are affiliated with a Projekt DEAL
eligible institution in Germany (see list
of institutions here).
• You are the corresponding author of
the research article at the point of article
acceptance.

• The affiliation you select during submission
must be stated on the published paper.
• All primary research and review articles
qualify.
Check your eligibility for Projekt DEAL
funding here.

FUNDING
With the Wiley/Projekt DEAL agreement you don’t have to worry about who is paying the publication
costs for your open access paper. Institutions will cover the APCs for publications in gold OA
journals and the “Publish and Read (PAR)” fees for publications in hybrid journals centrally.*

GOLD OPEN ACCESS
The final, peer-reviewed publisher version of the manuscript is made freely available online,
immediately and permanently, for all to read, download, and share. You may choose to publish
in a fully open access journal, or in a hybrid journal. Gold Open Access is a pay-to-publish model.

GOLD OPEN ACCESS JOURNAL
All published papers are open access which means that researchers worldwide can read, download
and share your article for free. There is no subscription from your library or institution needed.
View the full list of Wiley’s gold Open Access journals.

HYBRID JOURNAL
Subscription-based journal offering authors the choice to publish their accepted article open
access. Subscription fees are typically adjusted so researchers and institutions don’t pay twice.
Wiley publishes over 1,500 hybrid journals, also referred to as “OnlineOpen”. Publish in any of
Wiley’s hybrid journals that offer OnlineOpen. View journal list.

LICENSING
At Wiley, authors who decide to publish open access are offered a choice of Creative Commons
licenses (CC-BY, CC-BY-NC, CC-BY-NC-ND).

ONLINEOPEN (OO)
Most of Wiley’s subscription-based journals (also referred to as hybrid journals) offer you an open
access option called OnlineOpen. Under the Projekt DEAL agreement, OnlineOpen is available for
all hybrid journals.

OPEN ACCESS
Open Access publication means immediate, permanent, free, online availability to articles. Choosing to
publish your research open access, will increase the visibility and accessibility of your research.

PUBLISH AND READ (PAR) FEES
Wiley and Projekt DEAL negotiated a so-called “Publish and Read (PAR)” fee to cover the costs for
open access publications in Wiley’s hybrid journals. The PAR fee combines the publication costs
for OA articles in hybrid journals with the reading access to subscription content, and will be paid
centrally by the participating institutions.
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VISIT
For more information visit: wileyauthor.com/DEAL

*Some institutional funding policies may differ for gold OA APCs. Please check with your library for any exceptions.
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If you have further questions, please visit our author website or contact your library or university.

